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Tertiary Templates for Proteins
Use of Packing Criteria in the Enumeration of Allowed Sequences for
Different Structural Classes
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We assume that each class of protein has a core structure that is defined by internal
residues, and that the external, solvent-contacting residues contribute to the stability of
the structure, are of primary importance to function, but do not determine the architecture
of the core portions of the polypeptide chain. An algorithm has been developed to supply a
list of permitted sequences of internal residues compatible with a known core structure.
This list is referred to as the tertiary template for that structure. In general the positions in
the template are not sequentially adjacent and are distributed throughout the polypeptide
chain. The template is derived using the fixed positions for the main-chain and beta-carbon
atoms in the test structure and selected stereochemical rules. The focus of this paper is on
the use of two packing criteria: avoidance of steric overlap and complete filling of available
space. The program also notes potential polar group interactions and disulfide bonds as well
as possible burial of formal charges.
Central to the algorithm is the side-chain rotamer library. In an update of earlier studies
by others, we show that 17 of the 20 amino acids (omitting Met, Lys and Arg) can be
represented adequately by 67 side-chain rotamers. A list of chi angles and their standard
deviations is given. The newer, high-resolution, refined structures in the Brookhaven
Protein Data Bank show similar mean chi values, but have much smaller deviations than
those of earlier studies. This suggests that a rotamer library may be a better structural
approximation than was previously thought. In using packing constraints, it has been
found essential to include all hydrogen atoms specifically. The "unified atom"
representation is not adequate. The permitted rotamer sequences are severely restricted by
the main-chain plus beta-carbon atoms of the test structure. Further restriction is
introduced if the full set of atoms of the external residues are held fixed, the full-chain
model. The space-filling requirement has a major role in restricting the template lists. The
preliminary tests reported here make it appear likely that templates prepared from the
currently known core structures will be able to discriminate between these structures. The
templates should thus be useful in deciding whether a sequence of unknown tertiary
structure fits any of the known core classes and, if a fit is found, how the sequence should
be aligned in three dimensions to fit the core of that class.
The problems associated with insertions and deletions and with variations of main-chain
structures within a class are discussed.

1. Introduction

peptides of known three-dimensional structure;
Protein folding continues to be a major unsolved
(2) prediction of secondary structural units followed
problem (Ghelis & Yon, 1982; Jaenicke, 1984). by assembly of these units into a compact
Interest in the rules underlying protein architecture
structure; (3) use of empirical energy functions ab
is heightened by prospects for the design and
initio to derive a tertiary structure of minimum
construction of new proteins and enzymes (Mutter,
potential energy. The first two rely heavily on the
1985). Currently there are three broad approaches
data base of structures determined by X-ray
to the prediction of the tertiary structure of a
crystallography, while the third, in principle, does
not. The first procedure uses rules of structure only
polypeptide: (1) use of sequence homology with
775
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by
implication.
The
second
uses
them
quantitatively, with the goal of a rough outline of
the structure. The third relies on quantitative
calculations for evaluation of trial structures.
Use of sequence homology (Doolittle, 1981;
Lipman & Pearson, 1985) has been valuable in
estimating structural preferences. However, the
absence of any explicit recognition of the
underlying structural principles and reliance on
statistical correlations reduce the generality of the
conclusions. The dramatic effects that may occur
with the substitution of even a single amino acid
suggest great caution in accepting conclusions
drawn from anything less than a very high degree
of homology using the most conservative scoring
based on residue identity. On the other hand, very
similar tertiary structures are observed for
sequences that -have no detectable homology, for
example in the globin family.
The hierarchical approach of secondary structure
prediction followed by assembly into a compact
domain is attractive, since there is accumulating
experimental evidence in certain systems that such
a process may approximate the actual path of the
folding reaction (Baldwin, 1982). The problem of
docking the performed secondary units is
formidable when considered in atomic detail. At a
level of abstraction where the units are simply
considered as building blocks, there has been some
success in recognizing binding sites and in the
combinatorial aspects of the problem (Ptitsyn &
Rashin, 1975; Richmond & Richards, 1978; Cohen
et al., 1982). A major problem in this approach lies
in the secondary structure prediction itself. Current
methods are only accurate to the 60% level
(Kabsch & Sander. 1983). While some further
improvement will certainly occur, it is far from
certain that a manageable >90% accurate scheme
can be devised. The problem appears to lie in the
non-negligible effect of long-range tertiary
structural features upon secondary structure. The
best current secondary structure predictor uses the
longest-range interactions in its algorithm (Garnier
et al., 1978).
Recently, Cohen et al. (1983) have reported
substantially improved success with an algorithm
t h a t combines secondary and tertiary estimations
in a coupled scheme. The pattern-matching
approach used in this work has already led to a
highly accurate method for the prediction of turns
(Cohen et al., 1986). I t is not yet clear how far this
approach can be extended towards general
secondary structure prediction.
The most fundamental approach currently used is
based on empirical potential energy functions
(Burkert & Allinger, 1982), derived from physical
organic chemistry, that encompass our current
understanding of chemical structure in all but the
smallest molecules, where quantum-mechanical
calculations are generally applicable. Minimization
of the total potential energy of a polypeptide should
lead to the observed equilibrium structure. Despite
much early optimism in this area (Levitt &

-

Warshel, 1975), two major problems have yet to be
effectively overcome: (1) decisions on the
appropriate parameterization of the energy,
including derivation of the values of the
parameters; and (2) the multiple minimum problem
on the global potential energy surface. Much effort
is currently devoted to these problems and
substantial progress is being made (for example, see
Weiner et al., 1984). However, the approximations
required to model properly the computationally
complex electrostatic and solvent effects and the
conformational entropy are major stumbling
blocks. In the long-run, calculation of the free
energy must be successful if we are to claim an
understanding of protein structure based on first
principles. For the time being, however, more ad hoc
approaches will continue to be useful.
The study reported here makes extensive use of
some basic structural principles. Detailed information is required from currently known protein
structures, but no attempt is made to calculate
explicit energy terms. The proposed procedure may
provide an alternative and, we hope, useful
approach a t this time.
2. Proposal

The problem of protein folding is commonly
phrased as the question "What tertiary structure is
assumed by a polypeptide chain of a specified
sequence?" Drexler ( 1981) has suggested that it
may be useful to express the problem as an inverted
question: "What sequences are compatible with a
given structure?" While an answer t o this question
would not replace the need for a fundamental
solution to the folding problem, the question itself
does suggest an alternative view whose elaboration
would be not only theoretically interesting but also
potentially useful for experiments in protein design
(Pabo, 1983).
The present work proposes an elaboration of
Drexler's ( 1981) suggestion on the folding problem
through the development of tertiary templates for
the various classes of protein domains. A tertiary
template is defined as a list of sequences derived
from a prototype crystallographic structure for a
given class, according to a clearly specified set of
stereochemical rules. For its proposed use, input to
the t e m ~ l a t e would consist i f an amind acid
sequence of interest. Output would be the
probability t h a t the sequence fits the template
Bufficiently well to fold into a tertiary structure
equivalent to that of the class from which the
template was derived. If successful, the templates
would be strongly selective. A given sequence would
clearly "pass" one template and none of the others.
Failure to "pass" any template would indicate
either a new.. as v e t unknbwn structure, or a
sequence that int;insically would not form a
compact structure.
Blundell & Sternberg (1985) have suggested the
phrase "tertiary template" to describe a peptide
that is characteristic of a particular tertiary
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allowed conformations of the peptide chain
structure. or fold. and in which selected seauence
specified composition. i s an
positions' have
(Ramachandran, & Sasisekharan, 1968).
example, they pointed out the sequence -Gly-X(3) Close packing results in small cavity volumes
(Richards, 1977).
Gly-X-X-Gly-. This pattern has been found
between the first beta-strand and the alpha-helix of
(4) Buried hydrogen-bonding groups normally
the beta-alpha-beta
adenine-binding region of
occur as donor-acceptor pairs (Chothia, 1976;
several proteins. In another recent survey of the
Baker & Hubbard, 1984).
sequence data base, Berg (1986) has correlated
(5) Groups with formal charges are located
-~occurrence of the sequence - C ~ ~ - X , - , - C ~ S - X ~ - , ~predominantly
on the surface in contact with
X 2 4 - a - , where "a" may be either Cys or His with
solvent (Janin, 1979; Rashin & Honig, 1984).
metal-binding domains in nucleic-acid-binding
These appear to be strong statements that should
proteins. Our use of this term is simply a n extension
severely restrict possible structures. However, i t has
of their suggestion to the entire core of a protein
been very difficult so far to apply these rules in a
domain, and the development of the templates
more than qualitative fashion.
through stereochemical considerations rather than
The purpose of the present study is t o initiate the
statistical inference.
development of an algorithm that will take the
general statements listed above, apply them t o a
specified structural class, and derive a list of
permitted sequences for the internal residues, the
3. General Structural Constraints
tertiary template. The template reflects an
Searches for patterns in main-chain conformation
extensive set of relations between specified, nonhave led to the division of the known protein
sequential sites in the peptide chain. We do not
structures into various classes (Levitt & Chothia,
expect that i t will have any easily recognizable
1976; Schultz & Schirmer, 1979; Richardson, 1981).
form or statement outside of the computer.
The number of classes is less than the number of
Nonetheless, each class will have a tertiary
structures. I t is too early to be sure but the
template and we anticipate that the templates for
eventual number of classes may not be very large.
the various classes will differ from each other.
Several supersecondary structural themes have
been noted within the tertiary domains (Rossmann
4. Methods, Computational Techniques
& Argos, 1981). Again the number of these may be
limited.
In this section we will outline the algorithmic and
I n this work we assume t h a t there is a set of
computational steps required for the production of
residues, not sequentially related, which is internal
tertiary templates. Since the desire is to produce a single
template for an entire class of protein structures, it is
and which is central to the definition of the
obviously important to base the template upon a typical
structural motif of the main-chain. The rest of the
member of the class. The problem of variations in
residues are assumed to be external, t o be
structure within a class is considered in the Discussion.
completely or partially in contact with the solvent,
and t o affect the structure only permissively
(a) Fixed main-chain positions
through the global free energy. The internal
residues thus define the structural class of the
The main-chain atoms (C, N, alpha-C (CA) and 0) and
domain, if i t forms a t all. The electrostatic or other
the beta-carbon atoms (CB) from the X-ray structure to
properties of the external residues decide whether
be used as the basis for the template are fixed in space
the folding will occur. Insertions and deletions in
throughout all subsequent calculations. Since flexibility
of the protein backbone is not explicitly included in the
the peptide chains of different members of the class
present form of the algorithm, a well-refined structure
will be restricted t o regions of the external set. The
should
be chosen. Structural alterations are made by a
immediate expression of biological function will
general purpose routine, which adds or deletes atoms or
occur most obviously through the external residues
residues in terms of internal co-ordinates then converts
that come into direct contact with ligands.
back to Cartesian co-ordinates. The main-chain structure
However, to the extent that global aspects of the
is numerically assigned to a 1 A grid in order to speed up
structure, such as its dynamic behavior, are
atom selection in the subsequent interatomic distance
important to function, the internal residues will be
computations. Artificially large van der Waals' radii are
involved in a role other than that of providing the
used for each main-chain atom in identifying the
basic architecture of the molecule.
occupied grid positions. This is done in order to ensure
that no potential atomic overlaps are overlooked. The
From a different perspective, examination of
actual contact distances used in the distance checks are
known protein structures by many workers over a
discussed below.
period of years has established the broad validity of
the following general statements.
(1) The covalent geometry found in relevant
(b) Explicit inclusion of hydrogen atoms
small molecules may be used without significant
In the early phase of the study it was found that the
change in proteins.
use of "united atoms" was not satisfactory (i.e. where the
(2) As with all matter, atomic overlaps are
radii assigned to carbon and nitrogen atoms are adjusted
prohibited. The best-known biochemical example is
to approximate the effect of the bound hydrogens by a
the Ramachandran map, which defines the
single parameter). In order for the packing criteria to be

a
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used effectively the hydrogen atoms had to be explicitly
included, since their presence significantly tightens the
van der Waals' overlao constraint. Amide and CA
hydrogens are added to each residue in default positions
derived from an empirical energy function package
(Ponder, unpublished results). All side-chain hydrogen
atoms were also included in all calculations, except for
the OH and SH hydrogens of Ser, Thr, Tyr and Cys.

position
Moin
choin

(c) Identification of interior residues
Once the main-chain structure is defined, a simple
algorithm is used to locate the interior residues. We do
not, in general, know which side-chains the final template
will permit for a given sequence position. Thus, the list of
interior sites must be generated from main-chain atom
positions only. For each position in turn, a line is drawn
from CA through the location of the potential CB.
A series of ever larger spheres is placed along this line a t
increasing distance from CA. Close placement of
appropriate spheres approximates the cone of space swept
out by all potential atoms (CG, CD, etc.). If any of the
spheres contacts a main-chain atom outside its own
residue, the residue is deemed interior. With the selection
of sphere radii currently used in this empirical method,
about half of the residues are classed as interior for a test
set of small globular proteins. We are currently exploring
alterations to the method that will allow differentiation
of the truly interior residues from those lying in small
surface pockets.

Figure 1. Flexibility of amino acid side-chains. The
Figure shows the chi angle values required to fix the
positions of side-chain atoms in each residue type.

(d) Selection of regions of calculation, paeking units
Ideally, the van der Waals' contact and packing
density portions of the algorithm would operate on all
interior residues a t once. This poses much too large a
computational task. In practice, small interior volumes
containing 5 to 8 residues are used and are referred to as
packing units. The members of a unit are selected by
visual inspection of the protein backbone structure on an
interactive graphics terminal, and are chosen in such a
way that the side-chains will point approximately toward
the common centroid. I t is crucial to choose the members
on the basis of compact side-chain packing. Only then
will the overlap and volume constraints described below
operate efficiently. Sequence enumeration is performed
for each of these packing units separately. This restriction
is not as severe as it may a t first appear, since an
overlapping group of such units may be processed and the
results combined into one master template.
(e) Side-chain rotamer library

A general difficulty in the construction of model
structures is the flexibility of amino acid side-chains
(Fig. 1) The proposed calculations would be unrealistic if
all possible single bond rotations required consideration.
Fortunately this is not necessary. In accord with
principles of structural chemistry, the various side-chains
exhibit marked conformational preferences. Several
previous reports have surveyed crystallographic
structures of both proteins (Janin et al., 1978; Bhat et al.,
1979) and small peptides (Benedetti et al., 1983) in search
of favored conformers. The study by Janin and co-workers
compiled mean chi angle values and standard deviations
for each residue type based upon a sample of 2536
residues from 19 protein structures found in the 1978
data bank. While only a limited number of conformers
was identified for each residue, the standard deviations

for most angles were greater than 20". James & Sielecki
(1983) looked a t a much smaller sample consisting largely
of very well-refined trypsin-like proteases solved without
torsional angle restraint during refinement. Their chi
angle populations exhibited means similar to those of
Janin et al. (1978) but with much less scatter.
Since previous work suggests that conformer distributions are tighter when derived from more highly refined
structures, we have completed a similar study with a
recent version (August, 1985) of the Brookhaven Protein
Data Bank (Bernstein et al., 1977). The 19 welldetermined protein structures listed in Table 1 were
sampled. Nearly all of these structures were determined a t
a resolution of 1.8 8 or better, and refined to a
crystallographic R-factor of 0.18 or less. The composition
by amino acid type of the 2273 residue sample is shown in
Table 2. Data for individual residues were clustered into
distinct conformers. In most cases a small number of
aberrant values were discarded. Results are shown in
Table 3. I t is clear that the observations by James &
Sielecki (1983) are sustained over our larger and more
heterogeneous data base. Our standard deviations are
typically 30 to 50% of earlier published values. Recent
work by Smith et al. (1986) suggests some of the
remaining scatter may be due to the presence of multiple,
discrete conformations for the individual side-chains in a
given structure. A comparison of the new distribution for
valine with the corresponding results of Janin et al. (1978)
is provided in Fig. 2.
I n order to reduce amino acid substitution to a
tractable computational problem, a rotamer library based
on Table 3 was used in all subsequent calculations. The
number of library members for each residue type is listed
in Table 4. Whenever evaluation of a particular sidechain substitution is required, the corresponding library
members are tested in turn. Due to their great flexibility
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Table 1
Crystallographic structures ueed for rotamer library
Protein

PDB codet

Avian pancreatic hormone
Crambin
Insulin
Rubredoxin
Ovomucoid inhibitor
Basic trypsin inhibitor
Sea snake venom
Scorpion neurotoxin
Tuna cytochrome c (red.)
Bence-Jones immunoglobulin
Phospholipase
Human lysozyme
Human a-hemoglobin
Sperm whale myoglobin
Proteinase A
Proteinase B
a-Lytic protease
Papain
Penicillopepsin

lPPT
1CRN
lINS
5RXN
3SGB
5PTI
lNBX
1SN3
4CYT
2RHE
1BP2
1LZl
2HHB
lMBO
2SGA
3SGB
2ALP
lPPD
2APP

No. residues

Nominal resolution

Cryst. R-factor

t File identifier in the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank co-ordinate file (Bernstein el al., 1977).
and poorly determined state in many otherwise highly
refined structures, the rotamer library concept is much
less efficient for Lys and Arg side-chains. Happily, Lys
and Arg occur almost exclusively at the protein surface
and should play little part in tertiary templates for
interior regions of a protein. These two residues were
excluded from all further computations in this study.
With 3 independent chi angles, methionine also has a
very large number of potential rotamers. Its rare
occurrence in the selected data base provided insufficient
examples for the development of a rotamer library
representation with any confidence. We hope in the
future to be able to overcome this problem and to include
a Met entry, but for the present work this residue also has
been excluded. Since Met is expected to be in interior
regions, derived templates will be less complete than they
might be because of this omission.
(f ) van der Waals ' constraint
Evaluation of non-bonded interactions requires a list of
van der Waals' contact distances. These may be viewed
as adjustable parameters. The numbers used in this work,
unless otherwise specified, are an extension of the
"normal limit" values of Ramachandran & Sasisekharan
(1968; see Table 5). Since the van der Waals' constraint is
intended only to eliminate grossly improbable structures,
a hard sphere model without any explicit potential

Table 2
Composition of rotamer library data base
Tyr
G~Y
264
(11.6%)
Ala
187
Trp
(8,2°/0)
Val
(6.6%)
His
151
Leu
148
Asp
(6.5%)
Ile
Asn
(4.1%)
93
Ser
(8.7OIO)
Glu
197
Thr
(7.5%)
171
Gln
Met
CY~
94
(4.1Ole)
Pro
Lys
94
(4.1°/0)
Phe
Arg
80
(3.5%)
Total number of residues 2273 (100%)

110
29
44
107
124
82
90
I6
110
82

(443%)
(1.3%)
(1.9%)
(4.7%)
(5.5%)
(3.6%)
(4.0%)
(0.7%)
(44%)
(3.6%)

function was assumed. In each major section of the
algorithm, some contacts in violation of the "normal
limit" distances were permitted. These exceptions proved
necessary for several reasons: ( I ) to recognize that some
legitimate distances can be shorter than the "normal
limits"; (2) to allow for flexibility of the main-chain
structure; (3) to smooth out anomalous regions in the
reported X-ray structures; (4) to account for the fixed
side-chain geometries implicit in the rotamer library. The
most common legitimate violations are due to hydrogen
bonds. At
the computer program stores, as
hydrogen bonds, all overlaps of 0 to 0.75 A between
appropriate atom types. Overlaps of more than 0.75 A are
considered to be bad steric contacts. Molecular dynamics
studies indicate that main-chain motions could play a
major role in the accomodation of amino acid substitutions. Further comments on the handling of flexibility are
presented in the Discussion.
(g) Packing density constraint
Perhaps foremost among the structural principles
common to all proteins is a high mean atomic packing
density. While the density varies at different points
within a given structure, the average value for all known
examples hovers around 0.74 (Richards, 1974, 1977). This
value is essentially equal to the packing density found in
small organic molecules. In the context of the present
work, a very simple packing constraint is used. The total
volume occupied by the residues native to any specified
packing unit is computed as the sum of individual residue
volumes. The particular volumes used were taken from
the literature and are listed in Table 6. Assuming the
native structure is well packed, we then require that any
proposed sequence fill the packing unit volume nearly as
well as the native sequence. An input parameter allows
adjustment of the precise percentage of native volume
required of any proposed sequence.
(h) Main-chain versus side-chain overlap check
The program goes sequentially through all the residues
of the packing unit under study. At each position the full
rotamer library is substituted one at a time and checked
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Table 3
Side-chain angles from the rotamer library chi values and standard deviations
Rotamer
Valine
t
-

+

Other
Leucine
-t

+
++
t
t t

Other
Isoleucine
- t
-+ t
t t
t
Other
Serine

+

+

t
Threonine
t

-

t
Other
Cysteine
t

+

Other
Prolinet

+-

0
Other
Phenylalanine
-90
t 90
+90
- 0
Other
Tyrosine
-90
t 90
+90
- 0
Other
Tryptophan

-+

+t t +
-++

Other
Histidine
-t

+

+
+t ++
-

Aspartic acid
t

+

Other

Number

O/o

Chi 1

Chi 2

Chi 3

Table 3 (continued)
Rotamer

%

Number

Chi 1

Chi 2

Chi 3

Asparagine

-t 0
-

+

+0
t t

++
Other
Glutamic acid
-t

t t
--

+
+

+ t
t

+Other
Glutaminet

-t
t t
--

0
t+O
+ t
-- t
t + t
Other
Methionine

---

- t
t t
Other
Lysinex
-t
t t
--

+

t
+ t
t -

+

Other
Argininet
- t
t t
+ t
--

t +
++
-+

-

-

-

-

-

+

--

-

-

The rotamer abbreviations are as follows: for a chi value centered in the +60 to +90 range; - for a chi value centered in the -60
to -90 range; t for a value centered near 180; 0 and 90 for chi values centered near 0 and 90, respectively. Note that our definitions of
and - are different from those used by Janin et al. (1978), but the same as those of Benedetti et al. (1983).
The residues included as "other" had chi values significantly different from any listed library member and represent either extreme
outliers of listed library members or rare unlisted library members. In addition, some of the "other" residues may be misinterpreted or
poorly defined in the crystallographic structures. All "other" residues and the proteins in which they are found are listed below. The
initial 4 letter code is that used by the Protein Data Bank (see Table 1).
1BP2 Val65
l N X B Val46
2HHB Leu83
1BP2 Leu118
l N X B Leu52
2SGA Leu25
2RHE Leu55
lMBO Leu2
2HHB Leu109
4CYT Ile57
2ALP Leu11
5RXN Ile12
2SGA Ile72
INXB Cys60
lNXB Thrl3
2SGA Thr74
2SGA Thr73
3SGB Thr41
lNXB Pro44
l N X B Pro48
2SGA Pro123
1BP2 Phe5
2RHE Tyr50
l P P D Tyr86
l P P D Trp177
lMBO Trpl4
5PTI Asp50
2SGA Asp71
2RHE Asp97
lBP2 Am24
lINS Am21
1SN3 Asn33
INXB Am61
3SGB Asn30
lSN3 Am62
l P P D Asn84
2RHE Clul
l N X B Glu21
lNXB Glu56
1SN3 Glu2
2RHE Glu98
5RXN Glu54
LNXB Gln6
2APP G l n l l l
lINS Gln4
4CYT Gln16
2APP Gln133
lMBO Met131
2ALP Met138
2ALP Met158
lLZl
Lys69
lNXB L y d l
4CYT Lys72
2SGA Arg148
lLZl Argl15
t The distribution of Pro residues in our data set with respect to chi 1 does not show distinct clusters corresponding to library
members. Thus, we have artificially partitioned the sample to provide the 3 library members listed.
Chi 3 of Gln and chi 3 and 4 of Lys and Arg are poorly determined in most structures, and statistics for many of these angles were
not used in the derivation of the rotamer library.

+
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Table 5

1985
data

Contmt distances (in A ) used for overlap checks

bae

Values are an extension of the Ramachandran "normal limit"
(Rarnachandran & Sasisekharan, 1968).

factor of the order of lo3 to lo6. An additional option
uses all atoms of side-chains outside the packing unit as
additional restricting atoms during the above checks. The
implications of this option and its effects on results are
discussed below.

(i) Side-chain versus side-chain overlap check
1978
data
base

0

60

120
180
240
Torslon angle (x,)

300

360

Figure 2. Comparison of 1985 and 1978 valine rotamer
distributions. The upper section shows chi 1 values for
the 151 Val residues in the data base used in the current
work (see Table 1 ) . The lower section is a similar
presentation for the 238 Val residues in the sample used
by Janin el al. (1978). Sample sizes have been normalized
so the total areas enclosed under each curve are equal.
Similar narrowing of the 1985 distributions relative to
1978 values is observed for other amino acids.

for steric overlap with other parts of the main-chain. The
restricted rotamer list for each position is filed for later
use. Positions that must be occupied by Gly and those
that must be Gly if another specified site is non-Gly are
recorded. Potential hydrogen bonds to the main-chain are
also stored. Although there is wide variability in the
number of rotamers permitted in the various positions,
overall the restrictions introduced by the main-chain
reduce the number of candidate rotamer sequences by a

Table 4

I n the next step, all pairs of sites within the packing
unit are surveyed. Starting with the restricted rotamer
lists from the main-chain, or full-chain checks, all pairs of
side-chains allowed a t the two sites are tested for steric
overlap. Results for each residue pair are placed in a
matrix. Possible side-chain-side-chain hydrogen bonds
are noted a t this time along with any potential disulfide
bridges. No testing for main-chain overlap is required,
since that was accomplished in the previous step. At this
point the time-consuming steric checks with all the
required distance calculations are complete. In later
testing for sequence acceptability for a packing unit, one
only has to refer to this matrix for all pairs in the
proposed sequence.
Since some of the krger side-chains can extend a
considerable distance av zy from their CA atom, large
positional errors can be ntroduced by the use of fixed
rotamer library members. This problem can be handled
by increasing the flexibilisy of the rotamer library or
decreasing the minimum contact distances. A program
option allows reduction of contact distances by 0.1 11
during side-chainlside-chain tests. Alternatively, the
present procedure allows repla Sement of each member of
the rotamer library with a sequ mce of structures differing
from each other by a standard leviation in combinations
of chi angles.

(j)Cornbinatorial sequence enumerations
The enumeration of allowed :otamer sequences can
now proceed. A proposed sequencs is allowed if the sidechain rotamer a t each position passes the main-chain
check, and if all pairs of rotame-s within the sequence

Number of rotamer library members
for each amino acid
3 Tyr
3 Glu
1 Ser
G~Y
Ala
1 Thr
3 Trp
6 Gln
Val
3 Cys
3 His
6 Met
Leu
4 Pro
3 Asp
3 Lys
Ile
4 Phe
3 Asn
6 Arg
Total library members (excl. Met, Lys, Argt): 67

5
10
13
14
14

Met, Lys and Arg have not been included in the calculations
reported in this study.

G1y
Ala
Val
Leu
Ile

Table 6
Amino acid residue volumes

(A3)

99
122
106
129
203

Glu
Gln
Met
Lys
Arg

66
92
142
168
169

Ser

Thr
Cys
Pro
Phe

Data from Richards (1977)

Tyr
Trp
His
Asp
Asn

204
238
167
125
135

155
161
171
171
202
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pass the side-chainlside-chain test. In addition, the
packing density constraint described above is introduced
at this stage. A combinatorial tree search is applied in the
generation of all non-redundant sequences. Proper
ordering of the search aids efficiency, since large branches
of the tree may be pruned in favorable cases. However,
the tree search is usually the slow step in development of
the template. The complete set of allowed rotamer
sequences for the region of interest can be written to disk.
A second file containing the one-letter amino acid code is
written and then sorted to remove redundancies. The
result is a set containing all possible amino acid
sequences. Finally, alphabetization of each amino acid
sequence followed by removal of new redundancy will
generate a list of distinct amino acid compositions.

(k) Templates based on steric overlap and
packing density
At the end of the full computational program we are
left with lists of amino acid sequences and compositions
for a set of interior residue sites. Since the size of the
packing units is limited by available computational
power, the entire procedure is repeated for a series of such
units that collectively makes up the interior of the
protein. The steric overlap and packing portions of the
tertiary template consist of the resulting set of lists. If
one wishes to determine whether a sequence of unknown
tertiary structure is, or is not, compatible with the known
structural class from which the template was derived, one
simply searches for the test sequence in the lists of the
template (see Discussion).
A compositional tertiary template can be constructed
by scanning the sequence lists for each packing unit in
turn. Each column of the template represents a specific
position, while each row represents a residue type. A cell
on the resulting grid is scored as "open" if at least one
sequence in an appropriate packing unit in the template
contains the given residue type in the specified position.
If a particular sequence position appears in more than
one packing unit, the column for that position reflects the
intersection of the results for the individual units. An
example of such a template is provided for BPTIt in a
later section. Compositional templates do not make full
use of the information contained in the original sequence
lists. However, they do have two practical advantages
over ab-initio use of the full sequence lists. First, the
template takes the obvious physical form of a
2-dimensional mask and can be applied easily without
computer intervention. Second, simple statistical analysis
allows computation of the probability that a random
sequence will pass a given compositional template with
any specified number of violations. This latter feature
makes compositional templates a structure-based
alternative to sequence homology methods.
Tertiary templates can be implemented by direct
comparison of a proposed sequence with lists of sequences
allowed in each of the packing units of the template.
Since the full rotamer sequence lists will often contain
many thousands of entries, use of a computer and
efficient comparison methods is required. Several points
concerning handling of variable length surface loops and
exploitation of overlapping packing units are presented in
the Discussion.

t Abbreviations used: BPTI, bovine pancreatic trypsin
inhibitor; r.m.s., root-mean-square.
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5. Results
(a) Computational tests of basic methods
I n order t o check various methods and
parameters outlined above we tested three of the
best-determined small protein structures (crambin,
BPTI and rubredoxin). I n each case the initial
objective was t o make sure t h a t t h e native sequence
passed both main and side-chain checks. Two
versions of the program were used. I n t h e first run,
no side-chains other t h a n those being directly tested
were present a t any given time. The objective was
t o test overall suitability of the X-ray structures a s
well as the contact distances and main-chainlsidechain check. For crambin, 23 residues are found t o
be "interior". Assignment of the main-chain atoms
t o grid points locates 23 partial or full amide
nitrogen to carbonyl-oxygen hydrogen bonds and
only one violation of the contact distances
(carbonyl oxygen of Ile33 with the hydrogen on the
CA of Thr2). Assignment of CBs indicates t h a t
residues 20 and 31 are mandatory Gly sites, and
residue 37 is a probable Gly site. No other
mandatory or probable Gly sites are found. The
fourth Gly in the native crambin sequence (i.e.
residue 42) is on t h e surface of the protein and not
constrained by local philpsi angle values. With the
exception of ArglO and Argl7 (Arg is not a library
member) the main-chainlside-chain check finds for
each position a rotamer library member similar t o
t h e corresponding native side-chain. For all cases
except P r o l 9 , this library rotamer avoids bad
contacts with the main-chain and beta-carbon
atoms. Proline is a special case, since the hydrogens
on t h e CD are often in close contact with t h e alphahydrogen of the preceding residue. Results for
B P T I and rubredoxin are quite similar. I n t h e case
of B P T I a native-like rotamer library member does
not fit in place of Pro2. For rubredoxin, two surface
residues, Tle12 and Glu51 fail t o meet the criteria
outlined.
I n a second set of trials each residue in turn was
used as the single member of a one-residue packing
unit. The full algorithm was then applied with all
other side-chains present during the main-chain
check. Individual chi angles of rotamer library
members were allowed t o vary one standard
deviation from t h e mean values. The resulting
computations served as a stringent test of the
rotamer library concept. All Met, Lys and Arg sites
were removed from t h e test, since these residues are
not present in the library a t this time. The crambin
trial again allowed a native-like structure a t each
site except for t h e single surface proline noted
above. For rubredoxin, all interior residues pass. In
the case of BPTT all interior sites pass, and the only
failure overall is again a single surface proline
located a t residue 2.
Similar checks have also been conducted on other
proteins listed in Table 1. Naturally the results are
somewhat poorer for t h e less well-determined
structures. However, roughly 90% of the interior
residues allow a native-like side-chain rotamer in
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Figure 3. Stereo views of packing units in crambin, rubredoxin and scorpion neurotoxin. Main-chain atoms are drawn
in a heavy line. Hydrogen atoms are included only for residues contained in the packing unit. (a) Crambin with dot
surface shown for residues 2, 13, 26, 30 and 32. (b) Rubredoxin with dot surface shown for residues 4, 1 1 , 13, 30 37 and
49. (c) Scorpion neurotoxin with dot surface shown for residues 5, 29, 34, 36, 48, 51 and 55.
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Table 7
Overall results for three simple tertiary templates
Number of sequences surviving sequential checks
Crambin

Rubredoxin

Scorpion neurotoxin

Interior cavity:
Number of residues
Volume in native (A3)
Restricted by:
None
Main-chain only
Pairwise contacts
Packing constraint
Survivors as:
Rotamer sequences
Amino acid sequences
Amino acid compositions
Without charged residues:
Amino acid sequences
Amino acid compositions

even the worst cases. We are thus convinced that
the rotamer library concept is valid provided one is
willing to use contact distances that allow certain
defined small contact overlaps.
(b) Single unit tertiary template for crambin
The X-ray structure of crambin has been refined
extensively a t 1.5 A resolution (Hendrickson &
Teeter, 1981). Since crambin consists of only 46
residues, its interior space is limited. Visual
inspection via interactive graphics suggests that the
interior region is built around the aromatic ring of
Phel3. The space occupied in the native structure
by the side-chains of residues Thr2, Phel3, Cys26,
Thr30 and Cys32 was chosen as an initial packing
unit. A stereo view of the unit is provided in
Figure 3. A tertiary template for this c&ntral region
of crambin-like structures was derived as outlined
in Methods. The full-chain option was used; that is,
all residue side-chains other- than the five defining.
"
the packing unit were present during the "mainchain" check. Results of the computational
procedure are shown in Table 7. Prior to application of any restrictions, all 67 rotamer library
members must be considered for each site in the
packing unit. This corresponds to 6T5 (about lo9)
possible rotamer sequences for the five positions.
Imposition of the "main-chain" check reduces this
number by a factor of lo4. Due to the nature of this
particular packing unit, subsequent filtering with
the "side-chain" test results in a further reduction
of the possible number of rotamer sequences by
only a factor of 2. At this stage, almost 44,000
sequences have been found that fit into the packing
unit formed by removal of the side-chains of
residues 2, 13, 26, 30 and 32. However, many of
these remaining sequences do not fill the cavity as
well as the native sequence (consider for example
the trivial sequence that places Gly a t each
packing density constraint we
position). As
required each candidate rotamer sequence to

a

occupy a t least as much volume as the native
sequence, 659 A3. This reduces the list by a final
factor of 500, yielding a template containing a mere
95 allowed sequences. The 95 rotamer sequences
correspond to just 34 distinct amino acid sequences
and 18 amino acid compositions. The final lists of
sequences and compositions are presented in
Table 8. Note that the native sequence is one of
those found by the algorithm.
In order to provide some insight into the
operation of the packing constraint, Table 9 shows
the results for a series of minimum sequence
volumes. Since five Gly residues occupy 330 A3, the
first Table entry represents effectively no
constraint. As the minimum volume is increased
toward that of the native sequence, the number of
possible structures falls off in a rapid non-linear
fashion. Raising the minimum volume to 700 A3 is
sufficient to reduce the number of possibilities t o
zero. This increase over the native volume
(700-659 = 41 A3) is less than that of two
additional methylene groups.
(c) Single unit tertiary template for rubredoxin
The interior core of rubredoxin is comprised
almost entirely of six aromatic residues: Tyr4,
T y r l l , Tyrl3, Phe30, Trp37 and Phe49 (see Fig. 3).
A list of sequences compatible with this large
packing unit was generated. The results (Table 7)
indicate the potential of simple steric contact and
packing criteria. Only 44 distinct amino acid
sequences meeet the standards outlined earlier.
Since all the residues forming the packing unit are
large, many different amino acids pass the mainchain check a t each site. For example, 46 of the 67
rotamer library members can replace Phe a t residue
30. Of the 153 x lo6 candidate sequences to emerge
from the main-chain check, over 9 0 x lo6 are
subsequently eliminated due to bad side-chain/sidechain steric contacts. Particularly severe is the
interaction between residues 4 and 30. Only 61 % of
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Table 8
Amino acid sequences and compositions for crambin
CWCCC
VFATC
TWCCC
VFCTS
TWACC
TWCCS
SWTSC
ACCTW
CCCCW
CCFTV
CCTTY

Sequences?
TWCTC
TWATS
VFSTS
TWSTC
CWTCS
TWSCC
TWSCS

TWSTS
TWATC
CWTCC
TWCTS
T WC A C
TWCSC
TWCSS
(4)
(I)
(1)
(1)

ACFTV
CCCFV
CCI QT
CFSTV
FSSTV

(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)

Composition@
A C T T W (1)
C C C T W (2)
C C S T W (6)
C S S T W (6)
S S T T W (1)

TFCTCS
VFCTC
VFSTC
CWATC
S WTCC
S WTCS

TYCTC
VFC'CC
I QTCC
AWTCC
CWTSC
CWTSS
TWSSC
ASTTW
CCF T T
CCTTW
CSTTW

(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)

t Each sequence represents, from left to right, residues 2, 13, 26, 30 and 32 of crambin.
$ The native sequence is Thr2, Phel3, Cys26, Thr30 and Cys32.
§ Numbers in parentheses are numbers of sequences with the listed composition.

the 874 possible pairwise rotamer combinations are
allowed a t these two wositions. Of the 62 x lo6
remaining rotamer sequences, fewer than 1 in lo5
occupy as much volume as the native sequence.
Due to the relative volumes involved. all successful
sequences contain a t least one Trp residue. I n fact
the native rubredoxin sequence was the only one
with a single Trp to pass all filters. Sequences with
as many as three Trp sites were present in the final
set.
The rubredoxin results are especially encouraging
in several respects. First, the large volume of the
packing unit ensures a relatively small restriction
due to the main-chain check. Since two rotamer
library approximations are used, the sidechainlside-chain check requires looser distance
constraints than the main-chain check. However, in
the case of the large packing unit of rubredoxin the
side-chain check responds by removing from

Table 9
Impact of packing constraint on crambin interior
Minimum
volume (A3)

Rotamer
sequences

Amino acid
sequences

Amino acid
compositions

consideration a relatively larger proportion of
unfavorable sequences than in the crambin example
described above. On the other hand, survival in the
template of the native rubredoxin sequence
suggests that the side-chainlside-chain check is not
overly restrictive even in the face of several
aromatic residues with their long rotor arms.
Inspection of the final amino acid sequence list
shows six elements containing a Glu and eight other
sequences containing His. Thus, elimination of
charged residues from the packing unit sites reduces
the number of allowed amino acid sequences from
44 to 30.
(d) Single unit tertiary template for
scorpion neurotoxin
As a final example of a single packing unit
template, seven interior sites were selected from the
65 residue structure of scorpion neurotoxin (variant
3, Brookhaven Protein Data Bank 1SN3). The set
of interior core sites consisted of: Leu5, Cys29,
Gln34, Gly36, Cys48, Leu51 and Thr55 (see Fig. 3).
In this case, the main-chainlside-chain check alone
reduces the number of possible rotamer sequences
by a factor of lo6. Application of the remaining
filters results in a final list of 70 distinct amino acid
sequences. The native sequence is a member of this
final list. The 70 sequences correspond to 58
different amino acid compositions. Thus, specification of the interior amino acid composition greatly
restricts the possible amino acid sequences.
The combinatorial problem is reduced in size for
the scorpion neurotoxin interior, since the program
detects early on that residue 36 must be Gly due to
its close proximity to the main-chain atoms of
residues 29 and 49. In fact all of the final sequences
contain Gly a t position 36 and none of the 70
contains Gly a t any other position. Since the native
packing unit consists entirely of small and mediumsized amino acid side-chains, it is not too surprising
that the large Phe, Tyr and Trp side-chains are
forbidden a t all seven sites. His is allowed only a t
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sequences remain. While total elimination of
charged residues from packing units is overly
restrictive, we anticipate that some milder form of
this criterion will eventually be incorporated into
the overall algorithm.
(e) Compositional tertiary template for BPTI
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Figure 4. Compositional tertiary template for BPTI.
The upper section shows permitted residue position/
amino acid-type combinations. Stippled combinations are
forbidden in both the main-chain plus CB and the fullchain templates. Cross-hatched areaa are allowed only in
the main-chain plus CB template. Open areas indicate
combinations allowed in both templates. The lower
section shows sequence information for native BPTI, 4
homologous and 3 non-homologous proteins. Sequence is
provided only for those positions that differ from BPTI.
Unbroken circles mark positions where the given
sequence fails both templates. Dotted circles inchate
failure with respect to only the full-chain template. In
this illustration all test sequences were tried only in the
single alignment given by lining up the N terminus of the
test sequence with the N terminus of BPTI. An asterisk
indicates non-interior residues.

positions 34 and 55, and the majority of the final
sequences do contain a His residue. Several of the
smaller side-chains are also greatly restricted. In
particular, Ala and Ser are allowed only at positions
29 and 48, while Val is found only a t position 34.
If all charged residues are removed (i.e. His, Asp
and Glu), only 14 of the 70 original amino acid

As a final application of our current methodology, we have derived a rather extensive compositional template for BPTI. The template,
presented in Figure 4, is based on the joint X-ray
and neutron diffraction structure of crystal form I1
of BF'TT (Wlodawer et al., 1984). The full
computational procedure was applied to six
separate packing units containing five residue
positions each. For each packing unit, two trials
were ~erformed.In one set of com~utationsthe fullchainLoptionwas used, that is all ;toms outside the
packing unit were present during the main-chain/
side-chain check. while in the other set onlv
" the
main-chain and CB atoms were present during this
check. The precise residues involved and number of
allowed amino acid sequences for all trials are listed
in Table 10. Due to overlap in the membership of
the packing units, only 19 distinct positions are
represented in all. Of these 19 positions, the
algorithm designates all but three (Pro2, Tyr35 and
Ala40) as interior sites. BPTI is a small protein (58
residues) and use of these exterior residues as well
as some marginally "interior" sites was necessary to
complete well-formed packing units.
The compositional template for BPTI is shown in
Figure 4. The stippled regions represent disallowed
residue-position combinations for the calculations
with main-chain and CB atoms only present in the
initial checks. Cross-hatched regions show the
additional combinations that are &allowed by the
full-chain check. Several different protein sequences
were compared to the template. Results of these
comparisons are presented in the lower section of
Figure 4. The native BPTI sequence fails to pass
the template only at position 2. We feel that
averaging effects iresent in the crystallographic
structure may be responsible for this failure. The
data bank structure contains a 1.49 A contact
between the alpha-hydrogen of residue 1 and one of
the hydrogens on CD of Pro2. Due to the relative
inflexibility of proline residues, none of the library
members is able to avoid this same close contact.

Table 10
Packing units for the BPTI template
Number of allowed amino acid sequences
Packing unit

Residue positions

All

other atoms

Through B-carbon
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Table 11
Odds against passing the BPTI compositional template
Through 8-carbons

Number of
failures

Exact

Cumulative

Full side-chains
Exact

Cumulative

For example, the probability that a random sequence will fail to pass the BPTI full side-chain template at exactly 7 sites is 1 in
21.28. The probability of passing the same template with 7 or fewer failures is 1 in 16435.

Four structures presumed similar to BPTI on the
basis of sequence homology were tested against the
template. The only additional failure, other than
PI-02, occurs a t position 4 of the sea turtle inhibitor,
which places an Ile residue a t a site which the
template restricts t o larger residues.
As expected, sequences unrelated t o BPTI
generally fail to pass the BPTI template a t several
residue positions. As Figure 4 indicates, egg-white
lysozyme, tuna cytochrome c and human a-chain
hemoglobin fail the less restrictive version of the
template a t four to eight positions. These same
sequences fail the more restrictive, full-chain
template a t 1 0 of the 19 possible sites.
using the known occurrence of each amino acid
type in the current current protein data base it is
possible to compute the statistical probability
of a "random" sequence passing the BPTI
compositional template with a specified number of
failures. The values in Table 11 show that the odds
of passing the main-chain and CB template with
zero or one failure are greater than 7000 to 1. The
corresponding value for the full-chain version of the
template is over 200 x lo6 to 1. The most probable
number of failures for a "random" sequence is
seven for the main-chain and CB template and ten
or more for the more restrictive full external sidechain template.
u

6. Discussion
The principal suggestions in this paper are that
lists of permitted sequences for selected residue
positions, which we define as "tertiary templates",
can be developed for each class of main-chain
conformations, and that the templates can usefully
distinguish between the classes. The templates are
developed from a prototype crystallographic
structure from each class by the successive
application of general stereochemical criteria. Each
specific criterion acts as a filter to limit the list of
acceptable sequences. One starts with criteria of
almost certain general validity and then adds
others that have more possible exceptions. Thus,

serious steric overlaps are very rare, the spacefilling requirement is strong but not absolute, not
all internal hydrogen-bonds need be made and
buried groups with formal charges will occur on
occasion. The overlap, packing, hydrogen-bond and
surface-charge criteria would be applied in that
order. These are by no means the only possible
interactions that mav be i m ~ o r t a n t Others
.
can be
put in as additional criteria as they are found t o be
important, for example special interactions of
aromatic rings (Burley & Petsko, 1985).Each added
criterion will further restrict the allowed list. One
can stop a t any point depending on the degree of
restriction that is required in specifying the
template. This will be determined by comparison
with experiments where the required loosening, or
tightening, of the individual criteria should become
apparent.
While all residues in a protein must eventually
contribute to the overall structure, a key assumption is t h a t only a subset, the "interior" residues,
need be considered in establishing the basic
architecture of the main chain. The "exterior"
residues may be important in the energetics of the
structure, but they will not affect the geometry of
the core parts of the main chain. The distinction
between "internal" and "external" may not always
be clear. Some residues may be assignable equally
well to either class, or a graded change from fully
internal to fully external may be useful. Further
experience will be required to set up clear
specifications for these intermediate situations.
When the main-chain is rigidly fixed, only the
two most basic stereochemical rules lavoid
overlaps, fill the space) are sufficient to restrict
severely the possible list of sequences. I n applying
these two criteria, the algorithm, which produces
the tertiary template, depends crucially on the
validity of the side-chain rotamer library. The
latter, in turn, reflects the fact that protein
structures appear to be relaxed. They do not store
energy by cumulative side-chain distortion. Were
this commonly the case, the rotamer library
concept would fail. However, such exceptions in
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side-chain conformation may occasionally happen
for one or two residues. The actual sequence would
then fail t o pass the template, if a rigid all-or-none
criterion were applied. For this reason, as well as
the problem of small errors in the prototype
structures, it is essential, in matching the template
and test sequences, t o derive a probability that the
match is significant, and not to demand that the
match be perfect. However, if the whole template
concept is t o be useful, there must still be strong
discrimination between the templates for different
structure classes (i.e. the probabilities for a given
sequence to pass the templates of the various
classes must differ substantially).
There is clearly a n "interaction" between the
interior and exterior residues as defined above. The
packing and overlap criteria must eventually be
applied t o the interface between these two groups
as well as to the interior residues alone. Thus, the
largest list of template sequences will be those
developed solely with restrictions by main-chain
atoms. The allowed set of exterior residues,
eventually put in to complete the protein, will
depend upon which of the template sequences is
used for the interior residues. I n this indirect sense
the residues involved in biological function may be
affected by the internal set. In the reverse case, if
one wishes to maintain the external set so as to
ensure function, and also a constant contribution
from these residues to the structure, then the
template sequences will be substantially more
restricted. than they would be just by the mainchain. This effect is clearly seen in the compositional templates shown in Figure 4. The more
restricted template may be the one most useful in
the design of experimental tests.
The data in Table 9 show the dependence of the
size of the template on the volume criterion
assumed for a given packing unit. Although
proteins are, on average, well packed, cavities or
packing defects do exist. They represent a small
fraction of the total volume but are not necessarily
uniformly distributed. As long as the entire core of
the protein may be treated as a single packing unit,
the cavity problem is adequately handled by
adjustment of the volume criterion. However, for
larger cores, where the current computing capacity
requires division into multiple packing units, the
cavity problem is more severe. The use of a single
volume criterion for all units implies a uniform
cavity distribution that may not be the case. If the
volume criterion is relaxed to allow for an
occasional large cavity, then the total cavity
volume summed over all packing units becomes
unrealistically large. The seriousness of this
problem has yet to be evaluated in detail.
The size of the template based on multiple,
independent packing units will be misleadingly
large because the restrictions imposed by the
neighboring units are ignored. This effect can be
minimized if overlapping packing units are
evaluated. The sites that are common to two units
can be used to reduce the two sequence lists t o a
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minimal compatible set. This pairwise comparison
is continued over all packing units in the structure.
Setting aside the cavity problem ref&red t o above,
the final template from calculations on multiple,
overlapping packing units can be made t o approach
the one that would be obtained by treating the
entire core as a single unit.
This brings us t o two related problems in the
proposal which are not addressed by the algorithm
in its present form: ( 1 ) sequence insertions and
deletions; and (2) variations in structure among
members of the same class. Both questions fall back
on a central problem that has no clear objective
answers a t this time. How different can two
structures be and still be considered "the same"?
However one phrases the answer, its use is
obviously subjective. For example, it is common
practice t o perform a root-mean-square (r.m.s.)
superposition of all, or parts, of two similar
structures, and to characterize their similarity by
the r.m.s. difference in atomic positions. The value
of the r.m.s. difference that is acceptable for
assigning the label "same" is an arbitrary choice.
If there are insertions or deletions in a sequence,
then clearly some part of the structure is
"different". Our assumption is that all such changes
occur in the external residues, that the interior
core for a given class does not suffer insertions or
deletions and that the template is independent of
such sequence changes. I n order for this to work
the core residues must be arranged on elements of
secondary structure that have a defined length and
are inviolate for a particular structure class. The
template must include two or more sites on each
secondary structure element in order for the
position and orientation of that element to be fixed
by the template. The template is then oblivious to
the insertions or deletions made between the core
elements, since those external parts of the mainchain are not used in defining the template.
In searching an unknown sequence for a match to
a template, the program must allow insertions and
deletions between the secondary elements. Except
for the positions defined by the template the
sequence of each element is unspecified, but its
length and the relative position of the template
sites are specified and the order of the elements in
the full chain is known. Such a search algorithm,
similar to those already developed for homology
searches in protein and nucleic acid data bases, has
been developed for compositional templates. We are
currently working on an extension of this methodology t o sequence-oriented templates.
With or without insertions and deletions, the
problem of structure variations within a class is a
serious one. Chothia & Lesk (1986) have recently
reported a relation between structural and sequence
homology in several protein families. Their results
imply that r.m.s. deviations of roughly 2.5 A in
main-chain atoms of core regions will accommodate
sequences with essentially no homology. The
computer-modeling experiments by Novotny et al.
(1984) on "misfolded" protein structures seem to
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substantiate this view. If the elements of the core
structure are allowed to shift position during
tertiary template generation, then the number of
possible sequences (i.e. the size of the template) will
increase. Current studies on the globin family show
that
such structure variations
must
be
accommodated if the entire family is t o be
characterized by a single template. To be useful,
however, the templates enlarged t o accommodate
variations within a class must still be able to
discriminate between classes. I t may turn out that
it is calculationally more efficient to have a small
set of templates, based on a set of individual
structures, which collectively represent the class,
rather than to try t o derive a single large template.
The most effective route will be the subject of
further study.
If the actual algorithm correctly applies the
general criteria, then the success or failure of the
derived template should be an effective test of the
general criteria. The tests reported in this paper,
while promising, are not yet sufficiently extensive
to decide how effective the templates actually will
be. When the changes required to account for
structure variation within a class have been
implemented, a rigorous test of the templates will
be possible. Success will indicate the dominance of
overlap and space-filling requirements in fixing the
chain fold. Failures will identify those proteins that
could be profitably examined for other important
determinants of structure. In addition we hope that
the results from these tests will be useful to those
working on more fundamental approaches to the
folding problem.
Even a t the present stage of development, the
templates provide an interesting goal for
mutagenesis experiments. The list of sequences for
crambin in Table 8 is an example. This small
protein is within the size range for chemical
synthesis. Although we have not checked through a
detailed protocol, it would seem that all 34
sequences could be synthesized without too much
difficulty. Many of these have a single buried
tryptophan residue, which suggests the fluorescence
measurements would provide an easy preliminary
test for a compact folded product. Non-template
sequences, as a control set, could easily be specified;
they would be predicted to lead to no structure or
t o altered structures. Such sequences would test the
limits of both overfilling and underfilling the
packing unit in the specification of structure. The
three disulfides in crambin may make this
particular system less than ideal, but the principle
seems clear.
Longer sequences are likely t o be produced biosynthetically. The required multiple, distributedsite mutagenesis presents a challenge t o the
molecular biologist. For initial tests it would be
better to restrict the changes to the targeted
interior sites. The exterior residues would be left
without change. Function, or antibody reactivity,
could then be used as evidence of probable structural
similarity in the selection or screening procedures

for samples randomly mutagenized a t the interior
sites. I n the long run mutants having altered
structure or no fixed structure would also be very
interesting in defining the limits of the interior
residue set. Such mutants may be much more
difficult to isolate and identify.
Mutagenesis experiments suggested by tertiary
templates will provide a first step towards
elucidation of design principles independent of
evolutionary constraints. Essentially all known
protein structures used in homology comparisons
correspond to products of evolution selected by
nature on the basis of function. Within a given
protein class, selection for function may have led t o
much greater homology than is required t o produce
similar tertiary structure. I n other words, the
"folding code" is thought t o be massively
degenerate, and the sequences of known structures
explore only a tiny fraction of the "code". The
design of core sequences facilitated by tertiary
template methods could provide a means for further
exploration of the "folding code".

7. Conclusion
The basic machinery involved in development of
tertiary templates has been outlined. I t is hoped
that such templates will serve as a forum for the
testing of protein structural principles. A number of
questions are suggested by the current results.
( 1 ) Can a tertiary template for the whole
structure be defined in a useful fashion?
(2) Will a series of templates distinguish
effectively between different classes of tertiary
structures?
(3) How should variable loops on the protein
surface be handled?
(4) Can critical mutagenesis experiments be
designed from these theoretical results?
(5)Can the results be used to check and/or revise
structural principles contained in the template?
(6) Can valid restriction criteria be used t o assist
in the development of the fundamental theory?
We hope t o address some of these points in future
extensions to the template methodology.
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